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Read the following extract from Chapter 3 of A Christmas Carol and then answer the question that follows.
 

In this extract, the Ghost of Christmas Present shows Scrooge the Cratchit family’s Christmas celebrations.
 

 
Starting with this extract, explore how Dickens uses the Cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor.

 
Write about:

 
- how Dickens presents the Cratchit family in this extract

 - how Dickens uses the Cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor in the novel as a whole.
 [30 marks]
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Response 1

Firstly in this extract Dickens presents the cratchit family as cheerful, the quote “Oh, a wonderful pudding” this shows that even
though they are poor they are still cheerful, Dickens then presents the family as happy and blessed “A merry christmas to us
all, my dears, god bless us” this shows that the family wish to be well in the future.

 
Secondly in this extract Dickens presents the cratchit family as down, the quote “Bob held his withered little hand in his, as if he
loved the child, and wished to keep him by his side, and dreaded that he might be taken from him”, this shows that even
though they have been cheerful throughout this extract the mood set changed from good to bad fast, the thoughts going
through the cratchits minds at this time must have been horrific for them, knowing that one christmas Tiny Tim may not be there
to celerbrate with them, but for the time being they have to be cheerful for Tiny Tim to show how much love they have for him.

 
Firstly, at the start of the novel Dickens uses the Cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor throughout the whole novel,
Bob cratchit the father of the cratchit family is a lower class man who’s trying his hardest to earn money for his family to pay
bills/taxes so they don’t have to go into a work house, this shows the struggles of the poor because if they don’t pay taxes they
have to go into a work house, a work so hard.

 
Secondly, in the middle of the novel Dickens uses the cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor throughout the whole
novel, a member of the upper class starts seeing these visions of the cratchit family about how things will turn out if he doesn’t
change his actions he sees a member of the cratchit family die in the things yet to come also he sees himself die.

 
Finally, at the end of the novel Dickens uses the cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor throughout the whole novel. At
the end of the novel Tiny Tim lives and Scrooge changes for the good, the cratchit family are still as cheerful as they were at
the start of the novel but even happier.

[COMMENT]       [MARK]
 
  
Response 2

Dickens presents the Cratchit family in the extract as poor, Tiny Tim is not well and can’t afford a doctor because they have not
much money Tiny Tim says “God bless us every one”. This shows he is happy and glad he can enjoy christmas.

 
Dickens uses the cratchit family as poor in the whole novel because they are spending time together at christmas. Bob cratchit
wishes all his family by saying, “A Merry Christmas to us, all, my dears. God bless us.” This suggests they are full of joy and
happiness.

[COMMENT]       [MARK]
 
  
Response 3

In this extract we see how the Cratchit family are happy despite their poverty. The novella was published in 1843, which was in
the middle of the industrial revolution, so many people were moving into cities, leading them to become overcrowded and
therefore poverty-stricken. This poverty is evident there in the quote “the family display of glass”, which we then learn consists
of “two tumblers” and a “custard-cup without a handle”. The word “display” shows just how little they own, as they seem proud
to showcase these small, dilapidated objects off, as this is all they have. However, they seem content as such trivial matters
don’t change how they feel towards each other. Dickens compares the cups to “golden goblets”, which to me suggests that the
Cratchits feel enriched simply by each others’ company, which is worth more to them than anything materialistic.
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Earlier in the same scene, we learn just how vibrant the scene is among this family when Dickens personifies even the
potatoes, saying they were “knocking” to get out of their pan, as if the joyous atmosphere was so desirable to be amongst that
even inanimate objects wanted to be part of the festivities. In the extract we are told that the chestnuts cracked “noisily”, which
conveys the same idea, building a feeling of community despite the poverty in the scene.

 
The Ghost of Christmas Present first takes Scrooge to see the Cratchits’ Christmas, which makes him realise the importance of
family at this time, then continues this theme of company by showing him other scenes brought to life by Christmas spirit. For
example, when the ghost takes him to a lighthouse, the poor workers there are described as having “horny hands”. This
suggests that they have struggled through great hardships and have suffered more in their lives than Scrooge ever would, and
yet their show of unison when they all sing together at Christmas let them disregard their struggles for a time. By comparing the
Cratchits and these workers, Dickens shows how the poor could overcome their lack of materialistic value and settle for things
of emotional value.

 
One member of the Cratchit family who strongly highlights the struggles of the poor is Tiny Tim. In this extract, his hand is
decribed as a “withered little hand”, suggesting it has prematurely withered like a flower with no light. As the word “withered”
has connotations of a flower, to me, this could perhaps be seen as a metaphor for how something beautiful has been hindered
and killed by the tight-fistedness of the rich in society, which is something that Dickens was strongly trying to convey in this
novella. Light is often a symbol of hope, so this flower could be shrivelled due to a lack of light, which is the lack of generosity
from the upper classes. Dickens may have intended “withered little” as a juxtaposition, as we would normally associate
“withered” with old age and “little” with childhood. This contrast highlights how wrong it is that an innocent child should be so
shunned by society due to his wealth and status, and this demonstrates Dickens’ frustration over the inequality.

 
Dickens uses a similar adjective to describe the hands of the children Ignorance and Want. The word “shrivelled” is used here,
which compares these children, who are also victims of the struggles of poverty, to Tiny Tim. It creates a similar image of
premature decay to highlight the neglect of lower classes in society. The boy in this scene represents ignorance, and the Ghost
of Christmas Present tells Scrooge to “most of all beware the boy”. This strongly conveys Dickens’ message about poverty and
the poor, as he is trying to tell society that ignoring the struggles and problems of the poor will be their downfall.

 
This is demonstrated in stave 4 when Tiny Tim dies, and the Cratchits say that when Bob had Tiny Tim on his shoulders he
walked “very fast indeed”. When we have a weight on our shoulders, the phrase normally implies a burden and a worry,
however here I think that Tiny Tim represents the burden that the rich think the poor impose upon society. Here, Dickens could
be saying that if we only realised the potential of the poor, they may actually prove helpful and contribute to society, however
they are seen only as a dead weight on the shoulders of society due to the ignorance of the rich.

[COMMENT]       [MARK]
 
  
Response 4

Dicken presents that the family is really happy, together, love and how nice is to each other, also Dickens use language divices
when he said “that he regarded it as the greates success achieved by Mrs.” Also Dickens use short sentance when he said
“crachit since their marrige” this shown that how the family love each other. However Dickens use repitiation when he said “she
had had her.” Everybody had something to say about it, but “nobody said or thought it was at all small pudding for a large
family” this shown that they are forgiven also Dickens used explanation to show that how this family forgive, however this
shows they all have som problem the dont have money but they want to be happy at this day, the dont want to make each
other upse because they love them family. “The hearth swep and the fire made up” at this point Dickens given information to
reader. Also Dickens represent that the family having a meel together whe he said Jug being tasted and considered perfect
apples and oranges were put upon the table, and a shovel full of chestuts on the fir.” Also Dickens shown that how warm is
relationship between this family when he talked about “Then all the cratchit family drew round the hearth, in what Bob crachit
called a circle. Meaning half a one.” Als this shown that the Dickens used explanation.

 
At this point Dickent wanted to show this family is poor when he talk about “as well as golden goblets would have done; and
Bob served it out with beaming looks, while the chestunts on the fire sputtered and cracked noisily “also at this point Dickens
used languge device which is simile when he used as. also Dicken repersnts that the Bob family is religous and belive god, and
also showing respect of family when Bob said “A merry christmas to us all, my dears. God bless us!”.

 “God bless us ever one” said Tiny Tim, the last of all.” Dickens howns the reader respect of family. At last part of this extract
Dickens highlighting that how Bob love his son and worry about Tiny Time becase Tiny Time will died, also the point show to
scroog that if he help to a poor family may he save a life of a person or child.

 
The whole play of chiristmass carol is about the scrooge. scrooge is a rich person and don’t like chiristmas and don’t like poor
people, so four ghost come in the whole play to chang scrooge. The first ghost was marrly, marrly was same as scroog he died
and he come and showed scrooge how scrooge going to be when he died if he don’t chang his way. The second ghost was the
ghost of past he showed scrooge back of his life when he were in school and showed him that he was alone and no friendly
person. The next ghost was the ghost of christmas presnts and he showed the scroog how people is happy and enjoy the
christmas, and he toke scroog to his cosins party and the was leaghing and had jock about scrooge. how ever at last point he
show scroog two really poor boy and girl to understanding scrooge if he not help to poor people the become a bad people and
may attack him. The ghos also shown him that the Tiny TIm will die becase he ge job and they have to meny to do somethig for
Tiny Tim. The last ghost called sp(illegible) this ghost come to show scrooge future, and showed him he will die, but scrooge
promised him that he will change. At last part of whole play scroog been change complately and became an nice person.

[COMMENT]       [MARK]
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Response 5

Dickens present the Cratchit family as a family who apreitiates everything no matter how big it is or how small it is this is shown
when Dickens says “But nobody said or thorght it was a small puding…” this shows that they are happy that they get to eat on
christmas. Also he presents the Cratchits as a loving family because when Tiny Tim sat very close to his father “Bob Cratchit
helled his witherd little hand” like he never wanted to let go and he is glad that he is with them on christmas. Dickens use the
Cratchit family to show the struggles of the poor in the novel because the cratchits are a family who are poor and dickens use
them because Dickens was in the same situation when he was a young boy he was put in prison because of his fathers debt
that he didn’t pay so you could say that the cratchits are a mouth peace to Dickens because he has been throgh what they
have. Also he use them because they have a son called tiny tim who is disabled and they dont have enough money to pay for
the treatment he needs but when the Ghost of christmas present comes sees scrooge he shows him the cratchits celebrating
christmas and scrooge ask if Tiny Tim will be alive and the ghosts says “I see a wooden crutch with no owner” so this suggest
that tiny time has died the only way to prevent this is if Scrooge changes his ways but later in the play the ghost of Christmas
present shows scrooge want and ignorance and throgout the rest of the play you dont hear about them so you don’t know what
has happened to them. Also the Ghost mimics Scrooge when he say is he ok the ghost repates “Are there no prison’s are there
no work house…” Scrooge is shocked and in this part of the novel it shows the start of Scrooge’s transformation from a vilian
who nobody likes to a nice person. A the end of the play it shows a full transformation because Scrooge wakes up and the first
thing he dose is gives a poor child money to buy him the biggest turkey and he gives bob cratchit a raise in money when he
comes into work and at the end of the play Scrooge becomes a second father to Tiny Tim and tiny tim is alive because Scrooge
changed his was and give the cratchits money so they could afoord tiny tims treatment.

[COMMENT]       [MARK]


